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Lab Concepts:

● Pipet- just to precisely transfer something

● Buret- slowly add very precise amounts of liquid

accurately

● Accuracy- how close the measured value is to the

true value

● Precision- how consistent and close together the

measured values are to each other

Chapter 2: Atomic and Electronic Structure

● Mass Number= Protons + neutrons

● Isotopes= different mass numbers (different

number of neutrons)

Larger
energy
difference
from n=2
to n=1

● l=0 (s) , l=1 (p) , l=2 (d) , l=3 (f)

● Aufbau Principle- Fill lowest energy orbital 1st

● Hund’s Rule- No electron pairing unless needed

● Pauli Exclusion Principle- No 2 electrons with the

same address (No same 4 quantum numbers)

● Heisenberg uncertainty- impossible to determine

subatomic particle’s position and momentum

with perfect accuracy

● Electron Configuration Exceptions:

o Cr: [Ar] 4s13d5

o Mo: [Kr] 5s14d5

o Cu: [Ar] 4s13d10

● Diamagnetic- even number of electrons

● Paramagnetic- odd or even number of electrons

but at least one must be unpaired

Chapter 3: Molecular Structure and Geometry

● Lattice energy: Energy required to completely

separate an ionic compound’s (metal +nonmetal)

cations from its anions.

o Larger charges= larger lattice energy

o Shorter bond distance (smaller ions) =

larger lattice energy [Harder to break

apart, requires more energy]

● Cations= positive ions

● Anions= negative ions

● Formal charge= How many valence electrons an

atom should have – How many it actually has

● Bond order= sum of bonds/ total number of

bonds

o Larger bond order= stronger the bond

Chapter 4: Periodic Trends

● Periods= rows   Groups= columns, similar

chemical properties

● ALKALI METALS (Group 1) - form ionic

compounds, high reactivity with water

● ALKALINE EARTH METALS (Group 2)

● HALOGENS- good oxidizing agents (wants to be

reduced)

● TRANSITION METALS- Colorful due to d orbital’s

behavior
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o Ag: [Kr] 5s14d10

o Au: [Xe] 6s14f145d10

Chapter 6: Liquids and Solids

● Intermolecular Forces (I.M.F)

o Ion Dipole > Hydrogen Bonding > Dipole

Dipole > Dispersion/London forces

● Boiling Point- when the vapor pressure= external

pressure (↑ B.P = ↑ I.M.F)

● Vapor pressure- upward pressure exerted by the

substance on the atmosphere

● Phase Diagrams- shows the pressures and

temperature at which a substance is solid, liquid

or gas

● Oxygen- O2 and O3 are good oxidizing agents (O3

even better) Reacts with metals to form metal

oxides

● Ionization energy- Energy required to remove an

electron from an atom (He highest)

o Increases drastically after removal of

valence electrons

o Exceptions:

▪ Be has higher I.E than B

▪ N has higher I.E than O

● Effective nuclear charge- Protons ability to suck

electrons in (↑Z eff = ↓ size  left-right across a

period)

● Electron shielding- blocking of valence shell

electron attraction by the nucleus due to the

presence of inner-shell electrons (increases down

a group)

● Electron affinity- energy given off when an atom

gains an electron (Cl highest)

● Electronegativity- Thirst for electrons (F highest)

● Ion sizes

o ↑ electrons = ↑ size

o If same no. of electrons

▪ ↑ protons (left-right)=  ↓ size due

to Z eff – effective nuclear charge

Chapter 5: Gases

Ideal Gas Assumptions
● The volume of the gas molecules is negligibly

small compared to the volume of the entire gas.
● Gas molecules are in constant, random motion.
● Gas molecules collisions are perfectly elastic.
● There are no intermolecular forces occurring

between gas molecules. Hence, they are assumed
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● Triple point- All 3 phases are in equilibrium

● Critical point- Liquids and Gases are

indistinguishable

● ↑ Atomic Weight= ↑ Melting Point

Chapter 7: Chemical Solutions

● Solubility Rules

Always Soluble Exceptions

NAG SAG PMS
Nitrates (NO3

-) P= Pb+2 (Lead)
Acetates (C2H3O

-) M= Mercury (Hg)
Group 1 (Li, Na, K) S= Silver (Ag+)

Castro Bear (Group 2)
Sulfates (SO4

2-)★★ Ca+2 (Calcium)
Ammonium (NH4

+) Sr+2 (Strontium)

to be nonpolar (i.e. no attraction/repulsion
between molecules).

● The average kinetic energy of the gas molecules
depends only on the temperature of the system

Temperature should always be in KELVIN! (°C+273)

Chapter 8: Chemical Kinetics

● Integrated Rate Laws

● Reaction Coordinate Diagrams

o Exothermic = energy of the products is

less than the energy of the reactants

o The rate determining step =

slowest step of a chemical reaction that

determines the speed (rate) at which the

overall reaction proceeds
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Group 17 (F-, Cl-, Br-)★ Ba+2 (Barium)

● Colligative properties- depend upon the

concentration of solute/ions. Colligative

properties include vapor pressure lowering,

boiling point elevation, freezing point depression,

and osmotic pressure.

Endothermic = energy of the products is greater than the energy of the reactants.
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Chapter 9: Chemical Equilibria

Le Chatelier’s Principle- If a system at equilibrium is disturbed, then it will shift in whichever direction it has to restore
equilibrium. Only gases and aqueous compounds

● Treat adding heat as more concentration on the product side (shifts to reactant side)

● Adding a catalyst = no shift (only speeds up the reaction)

● Adding an inert gas= no shift

● Only a change in temperature can change Keq

Chapter 10: Acid Base Equilibria and Titrations

pH at eq pt = 7 pH at eq pt > 7                                pH at eq pt < 7

● pH= pKa for buffers with 1:1 ratio
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● Buffers work within ±1 range around target pH

Chapter 11: Thermodynamics and Thermochemistry

● State Function- only depends on initial and final

state and not how it got there (exception: work

(w) and heat (q)

● Law of Thermodynamics

o Conservation of energy: Energy cannot be

created or destroyed (can only be

converted from one to another)

o Entropy increase: The combined change

in entropy of a system and its

surroundings must be positive

o Perfect crystal at 0 K = 0 entropy

● Enthalpy- amount of heat energy a substance has

● Exothermic- gives off heat, hot to touch

● Endothermic- consumes heat, cold to touch

● Enthalpy of formation- the heat change of a

chemical reaction forming 1 mol of a single

substance from it’s parent elements in their

standard states

● Enthalpy (H) of formation at standard state= 0

● Standard state- N2, H2, O2, F2, Cl2, Br2, Hg, C, S8

● Entropy ↑ (S)

o ↑ Temperature

o ↑ Volume or ↓ Pressure

o ↑ Number of gas particles

Greater slope= lower heat capacity
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Chapter 12: Electrochemistry and Oxidation-Reduction Reactions

ALWAYS TRUE:
● Anode- site of oxidation (A and O are

vowels)
● Cathode- site of reduction
● Electron flows from anode to cathode
● Strongest oxidizing agent= most + reduction potential
● Strongest reducing agent= most – reduction potential;

In Acidic Solution In Basic Solution

Step 1: Balance atoms other than H and O Same steps as acidic solution from 1-3
Step 2: Add H2O to balance the O Step 4: Add OH- = H+ on both sides
Step 3: Add H+ to balance hydrogens Step 5: Combine H- and OH- on the same side to form H2O
Step 4: Add electrons to balance the charges Step 6: Add electrons to balance the charges

Chapter 13: Nuclear Reactions

Smaller change in mass = smaller nuclear binding energy
Mass defect – a nucleus always weighs a little less than its constituent nucleons


